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the QMS has improved certainty and security for all
participants in the fishing industry and there has been
substantial growth in the seafood processing and marketing
sectors. A With the unexpected cataclysm, life has changed as
everyone knows it. He identifies five basic patterns:
peasant-based regions that did not respond strongly to either
ideology Belarus, Lithuania, and Azerbaijantransitional
societies that had some engagement with both Ukraine and
Estoniaareas that emphasized socialism but integrated
nationalism urbanized, literate Latvians whose labor problems
led them to socialism and Georgians who were demographically
concentrated and had a history of statehood that was only lost
under the Russian Empiregroups that attached to themselves
more strongly to nationalism Armenians who recalled the
splitting of their ancient kingdomand Finland, which was an

exceptional case of dual engagement because it had strong
divisions across lines of both class and nationality and
fought a civil war to determine which would become the basis
of its identity.
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revealing properties inherent in religion as a social and
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